


Posiflex reveals the HT-4600 series as an advanced mini RAID POS Terminal; while the HT-3200 series as a 

middle-range petite UPS one.

The HT-4600 series boasts high performance in intensive operation, supported by high-end CPU and RAID 

1 recovery; the HT-3200 series comes with affordable performance in a compact size. The built-in UPS 

function of HT-3200 series is embedded on main board developed by Posiflex for better stability than others.

The HT-4600 and 3200 series are compatible with Intel Core 2 Duo 2.53 GHz and Atom 1.6 GHz CPU 

respectively, 12” LCD, and also support versatile peripheral options such as MSR, built-in CF memory card 

reader, and a wide range of connectivity to meet numerous applications.

The HT-4600 series is suitable for busy retailers to 

serve customers quickly.

The HT-3200 series is suitable for small and 

medium retailers to serve customers efficiently.
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Rear cable cover for 
safety and neat outlook

Resistive touch screen 
(Optional) : 12” LCD

Gear button to adjust 
LCD swivel angle from 0° 
to 16° horizontally

Gear button to adjust LCD 
tilt angle from 40° to 75° 
vertically

Key Features
Resistive touch screen (Optional) : 12” LCD 1024 x 768 resolution

 Equipped with Intel Core 2 Duo 2.53 GHz and Atom 1.6 GHz CPU for the HT-4600 and 3200 series, 

respectively

 SSD (HT-4600/3200 series) or CF card (HT-3200 series)

RAID 1 (Disk Mirroring) support to backup important data (HT-4600 series)

UPS (Embedded on main board developed by Posiflex) support to avoid sudden loss of power during 

transaction (HT-3200 series)

Com port extension board to allow up to 6 x serial ports for versatile applications

Gear button to adjust LCD tilt angle from 40° to 75° vertically

Gear button to adjust LCD swivel angle from 0° to 16° horizontally

Rear cable cover for safety and neat outlook

with 2nd display LCD

with customer pole display

Slim POS box

with MSR, finger print sensor 
and programmable keyboards 

with MSR and finger print sensor


